1. Introduction

Prevention of heat loss, thermal insulation and heat treatment play an important role in physiotherapy. For example, peripheral vascular disease associated with metabolic diseases (e.g., diabetes, arteriosclerosis), arthritis, paresis and paralysis of peripheral nerves all require interventions involving heat therapy. Wool products such as garment linings, shoulder-straps, knee pads and lumber pads exert a very positive effect on the above mentioned circulatory disturbances. Moreover, due to its unique physical and chemical properties, knitwear increases the pain threshold and reduces muscle tension; knitwear can be used both before and after exercise to prolong the therapeutic effect. Physiotherapy sessions for little children on wool mattresses also evoke additional sensory impulses thus improving sensorimotor outcomes. Extending the heat effect on the skin resulting from physical procedures such as massage, heat therapy and ultrasounds is regarded as one of the main therapeutic advantages. Last but not least, there are also some easily perceivable economic benefits.

In addition, the influence of wool beddings on sleep patterns (associated with thermoisolation and thermoregulation) will be discussed as well as their regenerative effects in patients with somatic disease and depressive disorders.

2. The effect of wool products on human and animal physiology and health

2.1 Physicochemical properties of wool affecting medical value and health benefits of wool fabrics

Wool, a material used to manufacture the fabrics under assessment, is a product of animal origin. The basic type of wool used was merino wool sometimes enriched with camel or kashmir goat hair. Wool fibres of different origins may have varying diameters but still display similar properties.

Wool is primarily made of keratin, an insoluble protein. A wool fibre is composed of three layers, i.e., epidermis (outer layer), tubular cortex (middle layer) and medulla (inner layer).

The medulla makes up the bulk of the fibre and consists of a latticework of spindle cells with air-filled spaces in between; it determines the physicochemical properties of wool. Wool fibres are not straight but more or less bent forming crimps (measured in crimps per inch or crimps per centimetre) of different regularity. The feature distinguishes wool from other fabrics and, to a large extent, determines its uniqueness.
The properties of wool fabrics that are deemed the most specific and important for clinical application are springiness, resilience, low thermal conductivity, elasticity and moisture-retaining and thermal insulation properties.

**Springiness** is the ability of a bent, stretched or compressed object to return to its original form when the acting force is removed.

**Resiliency** is the property of a material which causes it to resist deformation and return to its original shape when wrinkled or distorted in any way. Natural wool displays these properties; its springiness results from high sulphur content in wool keratin. Both springiness and resiliency are of importance as they prevent wrinkle formation in wool fabrics ensuring a product’s durability. Along with the above mentioned wool crimp and scale structure on the fibre, springiness and resiliency cause large air content to be enmeshed in wool; the amount of air trapped between the yarns and fibers does not change while the fabric is in use. Hence, good thermal insulation and the feeling of warmth. Due to springiness, wool products do not adhere directly to human skin whereby the isolating air layer is increased; the dynamics of mechanical deformation resulting from temperature changes causes sufficient air flow to occur.

**Thermal conductivity.** Due to its structure and chemical composition of keratin, wool fibre is characterized by low thermal conductivity, a property crucial for a product to be used in heat therapy.
Moisture content. Wool is the most hygroscopic among the so far described fabrics. Its fibres absorb and retain considerable amounts of moisture from the atmosphere distributed in capillary spaces between fibres. Through moisture absorption, the fibres prevent rapid temperature changes. Highly hygroscopic fibres have a tendency to maintain temperature; hence, the unique insulating properties of wool. During absorption and condensation of water vapour a considerable amount of heat is produced defined as absorption heat (the amount of calories released during absorption of 1g water).

The heat reduces possible effects of low external temperature and facilitates evaporation of the absorbed moisture. Atmospheric moisture is then again absorbed and, through a chemical reaction with wool fibre molecules, helps generate heat to prevent temperature changes. Animal fibres absorb the largest amounts of moisture without physical changes thus displaying considerable insulating properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FABRIC TYPE</th>
<th>CAL/G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wool (64g)</td>
<td>27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argon (viscose fabric)</td>
<td>25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural silk</td>
<td>19.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton</td>
<td>11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nylon</td>
<td>7.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Immersion heat generated during the transition from total dryness to the point of complete saturation (Grycewicz & Staniszkis, 1959).

Investigations have been recently carried out on superhydrophilic wool fibres coated with silica nanoparticles which alter surface roughness of the wool fibre and make it more water absorbent. Modified wool has been proven to have excellent properties under different environmental conditions (Chen, 2010).

Elasticity. Water-vapour absorption-desorption cycle influences fibre flexural stiffness in contact with the skin resulting in gentle and nonspecific mechanical stimulation of the superficial nerve receptors. Wool products contain lanolin, natural wool wax secreted by the sebaceous glands of wool-bearing animals, especially merino sheep. Lanolin and moisture-retaining properties ensure wool elasticity thus preventing fibre rigidity. It is also worth mentioning that lanolin does not allow dirt to penetrate into the fibres which facilitates maintenance process and assures proper hygiene standards for product users.

Thermal insulation. Woolen garments outperform other fabrics in maintaining a fairly constant temperature of the human body. The above mentioned structure and properties including fibre crimp, low thermal conductivity, springiness and resiliency increase air entrainment and ensure outstanding thermal insulation. Transferred from dry and warm to wet and cold conditions, wool absorbs atmospheric moisture which reacts with molecules in the wool generating heat (Beuth, 1968; Grycewicz & Staniszkis, 1959; Żyliński, 1958). A wool suit weighing approximately 1.5 kg, when transferred from a dry and warm to wet and cold room will almost immediately produce the amount of heat released by the human body during one hour. Due to high hygroscopic susceptibility of fibres, wool garments absorb sweat and prevent overheating in summer.
2.2 Influence of wool fabrics on skin physiology and the efficiency of several body mechanisms

The physicochemical properties of wool fabrics clearly suggest that their primary effects on the human organism would be associated with heat therapy with wool’s insulating properties being of crucial importance (Matusiak, 2010). In many patients with peripheral vascular disease, the course of treatment is affected by the equilibrium between the amount of heat generated through metabolic processes and heat release to the ambient atmosphere, commonly referred to as thermal comfort (Sudoł – Szopińska & Chojnacka, 2007). Heat transfer by wool-based fabrics depends, among others, on the product surface, thermal conductivity coefficient of the material used and its effect on the skin. Therefore sufficient knowledge of the influence of different textiles on skin physiology is indispensable.

Wollina et al. (Wollina et al, 2006). believe that all clothing fabrics including wool interact with skin functions in a dynamic pattern. Thermoregulatory processes mediated by local blood flow, perspiration and sweat evaporation are important elements of the relationship between the skin and textile fibers. Wool products may also influence skin immunity through affecting the major constituents of skin microflora. Using laser Doppler flowmetry, Yiming Gan et al. (Yiming et al, 2010). investigated the effects of various natural and artificial fibres on subcutaneous circulation in healthy subjects. They found out that fibre thickness, coarseness, structure and moisture influenced skin temperature and blood flow. Fabric surface characteristics play an important role, especially during the transient heat exchange at the beginning of its contact with the skin. The higher the moisture level, the longer the duration of the fabric impact on the vascular structures of the skin. The significance of moist heat source on the skin in eliciting blood flow responses in male and female patients was confirmed by the study of Petrofsky et al. (Petrofsky et al, 2009). Moist heat packs caused a significantly higher skin blood flow (about 500% greater) than dry heat. The authors believe that moist heat renders skin thermoreceptors more sensitive due to calcium channels opening in endothelial cells.

Interesting observations have been made by Li Yong from Hong Kong Polytechnic University, who investigated the psychophysical mechanisms of the sensation of temperature and moisture while wearing jumpers made of wool or acrylic fibres (Li, 2005). It has been demonstrated that the perception of warmth follows both Stevens’ power law and the Weber-Fechner law\(^1\), and shows positive relationship with skin temperature. Since the perception of comfort is also positively related to skin temperature, wearing wool made the study subjects feel warmer, dryer and more comfortable. Similar conclusions regarding the effects of natural (wool) and artificial (100% acrylic) fabrics on human physiology prior to, during and after physical exercise have been drawn by Ciesielska et al. Each fabric, including those made of natural fibres, influences cardiorespiratory parameters and psychophysical performance (Ciesielska et al, 2009).

\(^1\) Stevens’ power law is a proposed relationship between the magnitude of a physical stimulus and its perceived intensity or strength. A hundred years earlier, Weber and Fechner developed a logarithmic law concerning the relationship between the strength of sensation and the size of the sensory stimulus.
Ziemniewska et al. investigated the effect of artificial (polyester) and natural (cellulose fibre) garments on the energy cost of a physical activity demonstrating that garment type influenced the subjects’ performance. More hygroscopic fibres were considered more advantageous (Ziemniewska et al, 2010). However, opposite results have also obtained.

When discussing the influence of natural fabric garments on the human organism one should also mention similar research studies done on animals. Shafik - investigated the effect of different types of textile fabrics (polyester, cotton and wool) on dog hair growth (Shafik, 1993). The polyester-patch covered hair grew at a significantly lower rate and density than in the uncovered area. The author concluded that artificial fabrics generated electrostatic potentials which may have inhibited hair growth whereas cotton and wool did not induce such effects. The same researcher also studied the effect of different types of textiles - including wool - on canine reproduction (Shafik, 2008). He measured serum progesterone and electrostatic potentials detected on the skin. Bitches wearing polyester-containing pants showed diminished progesterone levels and ovulation disturbances. Thus, generation of highly disadvantageous electrostatic potentials by artificial fabrics has been confirmed as well as the nonexistence of such a negative impact in the case of wool.

2.3 Thermal and thermoregulatory significance of wool beddings for the improvement of sleep patterns

A large number of users of wool products maintain that wool textiles make a real difference in the comfort and quality of sleep. These effects can be accounted for by thermoregulatory mechanisms. As mentioned before, wool also helps maintain a fairly consistent body temperature providing thermal comfort. The ability of textiles to ensure thermal comfort under some specific external conditions is referred to as the Thermal Comfort Index. The parameter is affected by heat conduction, convection, evaporative heat loss and thermal absorption (Matusiak, 2010). Skenderi et al.’s investigations on fabrics made from natural fibre emphasize the capacity of fibrous materials to transfer water vapour and the significance thereof under various climatic conditions (Skanderi, et al, 2009).

Since wool properties counteract temperature changes, it can easily be concluded that wool beddings influence the thermoregulation of the human body during sleep. A number of changes occur during sleep in the thermoregulatory mechanisms of humans and animals. Core temperature rhythms and sleep propensity differ significantly across the day and night. According to Gilbert S. et al. thermoregulatory changes may provide a signal to the brain regions that regulate sleep (Gilbert, et al, 2004). These regions are anatomically and functionally connected with thermoregulatory mechanisms. Considerable relationships have been found between body temperature and sleep/wake rhythms. Patterns of heat exchange alter during sleep; metabolism decreases while heat loss increases resulting in a drop in body temperature (Szymusiak, 2009). Bach V et al. have found that thermoregulatory responses depend on the sleep stage and are affected by ambient temperature. Excessive cold and heat disturb sleep. Moderate pre-sleep body warming enhances SWS (Slow Wave Sleep) and improves sleep continuity. This might be of importance in depressive patients, whose sleep and thermoregulatory rhythms are disturbed (Bach, 2002). Sleeping in cool rooms improves the active stage of sleep, i.e., REM (Rapid Eye Movement), which is, however, related to a decrease in subjective sleep quality. Craig Heller believes that sleep
and control of body temperature are intertwined. The comfort of sleep is strongly influenced by body and external temperatures; even slight changes in core temperature have an effect on sleep (Heller, 2005). The association between sleep and thermoregulation play an important role in several disease processes. Tsuzuki (Tsuzuki et al, 2004) investigated the effects of different temperature conditions and humidity on sleep. The subjects dressed in pyjamas and covered with a cotton blanket were assessed in 26°C 50% humidity and 32°C 80% humidity. Melatonin metabolite secretion and the duration of wakefulness were measured. The duration of wakefulness increased significantly at 32/80 while melatonin metabolite secretion in urine was lower at 32/80 than at 26/50, which was consistent with the decrease in sleep efficiency.

The significance of clothing insulation in outdoor sleeping infants during northern winter was emphasized by a team of researchers of the Institute of Health Sciences, University of Oulu, Finland. Inadequate thermal comfort resulting from deficient thermal insulation caused shorter sleep (Tourula et al, 2010).

Recognizing the unique characteristics of wool fabrics, their capacity to counteract temperature changes, insulation properties and an almost immediate impression of warmth in contact with the skin, beneficial effects of wool on thermoregulatory mechanisms and the quality of sleep can be considered certain.

The powerful impact of sleep on health has been well recognized. During deep sleep melatonin levels increase, a hormone which is an antioxidant and suppressant of tumor development through scavenging of free radicals. The incidence of somatic disease in patients suffering from insomnia increases twofold. Insomnia is also among the causes of the epidemics of diabetes, hypertension and lower immune function (Avidan & Zee, 2007).

2.4 Mechanical effects of wool on the skin

Mechanical effects of wool on the skin mostly depend on its properties including resiliency, elasticity, fiber thickness and density. To recap: resiliency is the property of a material which causes it to resist deformation and return to its original shape when wrinkled or distorted in any way. Elasticity, related to water-vapour absorption-desorption cycle, influences fibre flexural stiffness in contact with the skin (Beuth, 2004). The mechanical effect of wool on the skin also depends on fibre structure. Gualana, a new specialist technology used to manufacture wool fabrics, tumbling/brushing, chemical or gas (ozone) processing, and appropriate blend ratio in blends of cashmere with wool resulting in uniform fibre distribution in knitted fabrics, all these have clearly increased the utility value and beneficial effect of wool fabrics on the human body (Kun et al, 2010). At the same time these fabrics give the illusion of contact with the so called fleece.

A variety of nerve endings enables the skin to detect and differentiate the strength of mechanical stimuli. These include Merkel’s touch corpuscles and free nerve endings found in the epidermis and papillary layer of the dermis, Meissner’s corpuscles of the papillary layer of the dermis and Pacini’s corpuscles scattered in subcutaneous tissues. Hair, rich in nerve endings, acts as a peripheral sensory organ. Even very gentle touch on the hair is transferred to mechanoreceptors in the skin (Bochenek & Reicher, 1989).

Fibre structure and arrangement in wool fabrics stimulate superficial sensory nerve endings with different strength. Compared to commonly used products (cardigans, socks, blankets),
the amount of wool fibres per 1mm\(^2\) results in far better stimulation of mechanoreceptors in the skin even if the stimulus is of mild or moderate strength. This type of stimulation produces an overly-calming and somniferous effect; it also has a mild anaesthetic action. The reflex need for touch on the body part that hurts (laying hands, gentle dubbing) provides evidence for the phenomenon. Stroking techniques of therapeutic massage cause a similar response (Field et al, 1996). Mechanical action of wool fibres on the skin also affects blood supply to this organ. Appropriate roughness of wool fabrics produces – during the use and due to non-irritating friction – some extra heat. This micromassage leads to neurohormone activation, which increases superficial blood flow and rises skin temperature. Thereby, thermal and insulation properties of wool fabrics become further enhanced. Using thermography and thermistor skin temperature measurements, Sefton et al. as well as Gieremek et al. (Sefton et al, 2010; Gieremek et al, 1991) confirmed the effect of therapeutic massage on skin temperature alterations directly associated with changes in peripheral blood flow in the treated areas as well as in adjacent not-massaged areas.

3. Thermal insulation and heat therapy in the treatment of some selected disease entities

Local use of thermal energy triggers several physiological reactions including increases in blood flow, muscle tension release, decrease of joint stiffness, oedema reduction, and, most importantly, pain relief. Impressions of temperature and pain are conveyed to higher centres through the same nerve tracts. General well-being associated with heat therapy is brought about by the release of endorphins and other neurotransmitters modifying the sensation of pain. The complex and interdisciplinary issues of the effect of heat on the skin became the domain of skin biothermomechanics. Thermomechanics also refers to mechanical tension (deformation) of skin collagen, also epidermal collagen. Thus, heat also modifies the sensation of pain via mechanical action (Xu et al, 2008).

The above mentioned effects of heat evoked through the use wool products occur to a greater or lesser degree in the prevention and treatment of several disease entities.

Interesting information concerning the prophylactic action of textiles in the management of decubitus ulcers has been provided by Irzmańska et al. (Irzmańska et al, 2010). The authors report that the factors contributing to the formation of bedsores comprise temperature, humidity and air flow. Antibacterial agents, type of bed padding and their effects on skin surface are also of importance. The influence of bed sheets mainly depends on fibre type, its structure and water absorption. A hypothermic and debilitated patient needs beddings made of low thermal conductivity fibres, which should also effectively transfer the excess of skin moisture to the ambient environment. Irzmińska (Irzmińska et al, 2010) have demonstrated significant differences in blood flow through skin regions particularly susceptible to decubitus ulcers formation.

While discussing the issue of thermal insulation it is also necessary to consider the patient’s age. The ability to absorb and lose heat through the skin changes with age. Petrofski et al. investigated a group of subjects in the age range of 20 – 65 years to examine the effect of repeated local heat on skin blood flow and skin temperature over 3 sequential days. In the younger subjects, the blood flow response in the first 20 minutes of heat exposure was over 30% higher than that seen in the older subjects. However, the acclimatization response of the older participants was much slower (Petrofsky et al, 2010). Also, increased cutaneous blood flow helps reduce deep muscle tension (Roberts & Wenger, 1979).
Physical Therapy Perspectives in the 21st Century – Challenges and Possibilities

Good effects of insulating use of wool underwear and beddings in patients with fibromyalgia were described by Kiyak (Kiyak, 2009). Almost all patients using wool bedliners and quilts reported significant alleviation of fibromyalgia symptoms. The effectiveness of heat therapy in fibromyalgia was emphasized by Löfgren M. and Norrbrick G. (Löfgren, & Norrbrick, 2009).

Maintaining thermal comfort is also of significant importance in Raynaud’s disease. Neutralizing the influence of external temperature with warmers prevents the occurrence of vasoconstriction (Heller, 2006).

Thermal insulation and massage effect of wool fabrics is also important in chronic venous insufficiency. The condition causes blood pooling and congestion resulting in trophic changes, and, consequently, chronic dermatitis (Kelechi & Michel, 2007). Fornalczyk and Kuliński (Fornalczyk & Kuliński, 2008) point out the importance of physical therapy in the prevention and treatment of crural ulceration. The authors emphasize the significance of thermal effects of therapeutic ultrasound.

Following injuries to the extremities, Complex Regional Pain Syndrome often develops, also referred to as Reflex Sympathetic Dystrophy Syndrome. Blood vessels constrict due to increased sympathetic activity; thereby the thermoregulatory control of skin blood flow becomes impaired (Wasner et al, 2000). Maintaining thermal comfort of the dystrophic area helps reduce the suffering.

Vascular disturbances along with autoimmune processes also play a role in the development of neurodegenerative changes in patients with multiple sclerosis. Especially those over the age of 45 might benefit from appropriate thermal insulation to control microcirculation dysfunctions (D’haeseleer et al, 2011).

Peripheral circulation impairment, manifested by decrease in skin temperature, commonly develops as a complication of peripheral nerve injury. Physical therapy is usually complex; the rate of nerve fibre regeneration depends on providing the tissues of the affected segment with thermal comfort (Druschky, 1979). Standard therapy includes wearing warmers. Satoshi (Satoshi et al, 1991) investigated the effects of a chronic constriction injury to the sciatic nerve of rats accompanied by an abnormality of cutaneous temperature regulation. Pain resulting from peripheral circulation impairment was almost always associated with skin temperature changes. These results emphasize the need to warm the affected extremity. Hornyak et al. (Hornyak et al, 1990) have confirmed the relationship between regional denervation, sympathetic system and blood supply.

Damage to peripheral vessels accompanied by pain is also found in diabetic neuropathy and diabetic foot (PI-Chang, 2006). Providing gentle heat not only helps delay neurological changes but also promotes pain relief.

Pain is frequently associated with sympathetic system stimulation and almost always causes vasoconstriction and a resultant decrease in body temperature (Birklein et al, 1998). Long-term emotional stress may act as an additional factor activating the sympathetic nervous system; it often underlies psychosomatic syndromes including locomotor organ disorders. Dry or moist heat application provides therapeutic benefits (Fechir et al, 2009).

Heat therapy is a standard therapy in soft tissue contractures, which decrease joint mobility. Leung MS and Cheing GL demonstrated several beneficial effects of deep heating in the management of frozen shoulder (Leung & Cheing, 2008). The efficacy of such treatment may
be increased by maintaining higher temperature of a given body part with the use of so-called shoulder warmers.

Lespargot et al. opt for the use of local and general heat in the treatment of the upper and lower extremities of children suffering from cerebral palsy. Due to excessive muscle tension, using wool beddings might prove extremely beneficial in these children (Lespargot et al., 2000).

Heat, in the form of physical energy, has also been used in rheumatoid arthritis and arthroses. Ayling J. and Marks R. report multiple advantages of heat therapy in rheumatoid arthritis especially as procedures preparing the patients to therapeutic exercises (Ayling & Marks, 2000).

Heat therapy procedures are most frequently applied in the treatment of degenerative spine disease. Thus, the importance of wool warmers should not be underestimated.

4. Wool products and their use in some selected disease entities

The use of wool products may be justified and their effect highly beneficial both through heat generation in contact with the skin as well as the prolongation of the thermal effect of therapeutic tissue overheating. Our own pilot studies aimed to determine the effect of natural wool seem to have confirmed the above mentioned benefits. The temperature of the wrist covered with a woolen pad after heat therapy decreased by approximately 1.5 to 2.0°C more slowly compared to the subjects who did not wear such pads. Prolonged tissue temperature elevation helps increase the efficiency of the therapeutic agent.

Fig. 2. Sample skin temperature of the carpal region before and after 15-minute hot gel pack with natural wool warmer (group A) compared to hot gel pack alone (group B); ambient temperature 23°C. Own material.
Due to the aforementioned health benefits (cutaneous blood flow improvement, increase of pain threshold and lowering muscle tension), wool products might play a role in preparing tissues for exercise as well as in strengthening the therapeutic effect. The influence of these fabrics on the efficiency and quality of sleep should be again emphasized since sleep has a powerful effect on the body's natural **regenerative processes** both in the case of somatic and psychic problems (depression).

Examples of wool products that may serve therapeutic purposes:

- **Body warmers** – quilts, bedspreads, lumbar belt, elbow, knee and shoulder pads, caps and gloves.

Fig. 3. Body warmers - lumbar belt.

Fig. 4. Body warmers – knee pad.
• Physiotherapy flooring systems – mattresses and mats.
• Neck supports: regular and featured pillows, rolls, seats.

The above products may have preventive or therapeutic, general or local uses (depending on product type) in the following conditions and disease entities:

- rheumatoid inflammatory disease - rheumatoid arthritis, ankylosing spondylitis;
- degenerative joint disease – coxarthrosis, gonarthrosis;
- degenerative disease of intervertebral joints – spondyloarthrosis;
- systemic connective tissue disorders (lupus erythematosus, systemic sclerosis);
- fibromyalgia;
- decubitus ulcers prevention;
- muscle, tendon, ligament, fascia and muscle-tendon attachment inflammatory conditions, eg., lateral epicondilitis (tennis elbow) medial epicondilitis (golfer’s elbow);
- shoulder pain (impingement) syndrome, frozen shoulder;
- primary or secondary peripheral circulation disorders (skin, muscles);
- lower limb ischaemia;
- Sudeck's atrophy (reflex sympathetic dystrophy syndrome);
- diabetes-related pathology of the skin, muscles and the circulatory and nervous systems;
- peripheral nerves and brachial plexus paralysis;
- infantile cerebral palsy;
- wheelchair-bound patients with lower limb paralysis and trophic changes – seat or backrest padding;
• bone tissue disorders (osteoporosis, osteomalacia)
• depressive disorders.

Types of therapeutic interventions following which wool products should be used to prolong the thermal effect produced:

• partial paraffin bath;
• paraffin pack;
• warming gel packs;
• thermophore heating pack;
• Kenny’s method of treating polio: hot packs, most heat wraps;
• electrotherapy – electric current is applied to decrease pain and muscle tension, e.g., diadynamic currents DF, CP, LP
• ultrasounds;
• shortwave diathermy;
• Sollux lamp infrared irradiation;
• classical massage;
• whirlpool and underwater massage.

Fig. 6. Extension of the thermal effect using a lumbar belt after diadynamic current treatment.
Wool fabrics are most frequently used in the following functional disorders accompanying the above mentioned disease entities:

- increased or decreased muscle tension;
- paralysis and paresis;
- pain syndromes;
- peripheral vascular disease (especially of arterial and lymphatic vessels);
- sensorimotor disorders;
- morning stiffness pain.

Contraindications to wool products:

- all acute inflammatory conditions of soft tissues and locomotor organs;
- decubitus ulcers and other skin lesions;
- allergy to natural fabrics.

Other remarks:

Wool products used by infants, young children and individuals oversensitive to wool should be wrapped in cotton covers which prevent wool fibres from entering the eyes, and nasal / oral cavity.

5. Summary and conclusions

A considerable number of diseases are concurrent with primary or secondary peripheral, cutaneous and muscular circulation disorders. For example, primary circulatory disturbances result from peripheral vascular disease, which commonly affects the arteries supplying the leg and is mostly caused by atherosclerosis. Secondary changes occur in patients with limb paresis or paralysis following stroke, peripheral nervous system injury as well as in those suffering from muscle tension increase due to chronic pain (Moncur & Shields, 1987; Strass et al, 2002). Whether primary or secondary, the disorders result in reduced arterial and venous blood supply associated with lowered lymph flow dynamics.

All patients diagnosed with the above mentioned circulatory impairments (except those with accompanying acute inflammatory conditions) might benefit from the prevention of heat loss through the affected body part. It should be remembered that heat loss is directly proportional to the temperature gradient between the skin and surrounding environment (Straburzyński & Straburzyńska, 2000). Thus, the reduction of heat loss emerges as the basic objective of therapeutic interventions. The rate of peripheral nerve regeneration is positively affected by the temperature of surrounding tissues and metabolism, which directly depends on peripheral, and even capillary circulation (Straburzyński & Straburzyńska, 2000).

Thus, doctor’s and physiotherapist’s recommendations regarding the use of body warmers should be considered highly advisable from the medical point of view. Warmers enhance the capability of moisture absorption and ensure air exchange of the body part with its surroundings without excessive heat loss. Heat accumulates in the affected site and, through warming, entails its therapeutic effects. Increased sweating during exercise does not cause unpleasant cooling effects since wool fiber molecules generate heat.
Another important property of wool fibres is the **mechanical effect** in contact with the skin. Non-irritating roughness of wool fabrics induces beneficial mechanical stimulation of sensory receptors. Micromassage of reflex points and resulting **cutaneous vascular** responses stimulate microcirculation and β-endorphin secretion. Thereby, the sensation of pain becomes diminished (Bender et al, 2007; Grass, 1982; Strass et al, 2002; Wright & Slukak, 2001). It should be emphasized that the majority of locomotor system and visceral diseases, and especially chronic problems, cause certain areas of the skin (Head’s zones) to develop microcirculation disturbances and hyper- or hypoesthesia through segmental spinal reflexes. These sensation disorders result in secondary ailments (alternative pathways of pathological stimulation). The above mentioned micromassage by wool fabrics facilitates the elimination of such unpleasant sensations. Roughness and thermal insulation also prove very advantageous during therapeutic exercise. It should also be remembered that different types of wool covers used on physiotherapy tables or floors additionally stimulate the skin, and thus perfectly enhance the effects of sensory integration therapy, and especially in children with neurological defects.

Therapeutic benefits of wool-covered orthopaedic appliances (e.g., neck supports) mainly depend on whether they are ergonomically designed. Adherence to biomechanical principles, i.e., appropriate size, shape and hardness of collars and belts used by individuals suffering from shoulder or spinal pain syndromes, ensures efficient sleep. These supports are also used during massage, physiotherapy and kinesitherapy interventions.

To sum up: the presented thermal, mechanical and ergonomic advantages of wool and specialist wool fabrics provide a large body of evidence to confirm that several properties of wool products facilitate the treatment and relief of numerous diseases and can thus be successfully used in medical care and **rehabilitation**.

Although specialist wool products alone may not be sufficient to achieve preventive and therapeutic objectives, they can certainly deliver excellent results as supplements to heat therapy, cryotherapy, electrotherapy and massage. The body’s response to physical therapy lasts longer which results in shorter recovery time and lowers the costs of treatment.
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This book contains new information on physical therapy research and clinical approaches that are being undertaken into numerous medical conditions; biomechanical and musculoskeletal conditions as well as the effects of psychological factors, body awareness and relaxation techniques; specific and specialist exercises for the treatment of scoliosis and spinal deformities in infants and adolescents; new thermal agents are being introduced and different types of physical therapy interventions are being introduced for the elderly both in the home and clinical setting. Additionally research into physical therapy interventions for patients with respiratory, cardiovascular disorders and stroke is being undertaken and new concepts of wheelchair design are being implemented.
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